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CapTempWeb – User guide
This guide will show the user how to work with CapTempWeb and how to, step-by-step, configure it.
To better understand how CapTempWeb works this guide is divided by the following chapters:


Maps



Readings and Averages



Events
o Events to Validate
o Events Validated



Configurations
o Thresholds
o Alerts
o Users
o Companies
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CapTempWeb Overview
CapTempWeb is a platform that allows the user to consult information about the data acquired by the CapTemp
monitoring system. The user can consult the readings of each sensor, configure alerts to send warnings (e.g.:
SMS/Email), configure users to access this platform with different privileges and even print or send reports to a list of
contacts.
Usually there are two users pre-configured in CapTempWeb:
 Normal user that only have permissions to see the instant values of each sensor, consult readings/averages and
print them if it’s necessary
 Administrator with the following privileges:
o Edit companies
o Create and edit other users to access CapTempWeb
o Create and edit maps to view instant values of the sensors
o Create and edit a list of contacts to connect to alerts
o Create and edit alerts

Figure 1 - CapTempWeb: login page
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Maps
The Maps allow the user to see the sensors by location and check the values in real time.
By default, there are no maps configured, so the message that will appear is represented in the Figure 2.
To create and configure maps, the user has to go to “Configurations” tab (Figure 3) and click in “Edit maps”.

Figure 2 - CapTempWeb: Maps page

Figure 3 - CapTempWeb: Configurations menu
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After clicking in the “Create a new map” button the following window will appear (Figure 4), and the user can configure:


Text box: name of the map



Choose file: background image of the map (dimensions: 800x600 px)

Figure 4 - Maps: Create a New Map

To see the created maps and configure them, the user has to click in the selection combo on the top left of the page,
select the map and click on “View selected map” to see it (Figure 5)

Figure 5 - Maps: View Map
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On the left, there are two icon sets. The first set (Figure 6) represents the sensors that can be added to the map and the
second set (Figure 7) represents the editing that can be made to the map itself.

Figure 6 - Maps: sensor buttons

Figure 7 - Maps: edit buttons

There are four types (Figure 8) that can be added to the map:


: temperature sensor (1 in Figure 8)



: humidity sensor (2 in Figure 8)



: analog sensor (3 in Figure 8)



: alarm warning (e.g.: buzz, light, …) (4 in Figure 8)

Figure 8 - Maps: sensor types

With the edit buttons the user can:


: edit the name and background image of the map (like Figure 4)



: save the sensors position on the map



: delete the map

To add a sensor to the map, the user has to click on the desired type (Figure 6). A box like Figure 9 will appear and by
clicking on the name “Empty” the user can choose the sensor of the type selected in the list of sensors.

Figure 9 - Maps: add sensor
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To move the sensor box to the respective position, the user just have to drag it. The cross in the top right of the box will
delete the sensor box.
After adding sensors to the map, the user has to save their position by clicking in the floppy disk icon

(Figure 7).

Figure 10 - Maps: Sensors position on the map

In the “Maps” tab the user can see the map with the instant values and the position of the sensors (Figure 11). The
sensor box can show different information:


On the top of the box is the name of the sensor
o If the user click on the name of the sensor, a graph will appear, with the readings of the last 24 hours
(Figure 12)




- Inside the box is a symbol representing the type of the sensor (Figure 8)
The value on the box represents the instant value of the sensor, this number could vary in different content and
color:
o

“23.3” - Red number means that the value shown is above the maximum defined for this sensor

o “23.3” - Blue number means that the value shown is below the minimum defined for the sensor
o “23.3” - Black number means that the value shown is in between the minimum and maximum defined
for the sensor
o “-” – Dash means that there is no communication with the sensor
o
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“-999” – A specific number (e.g.: 999, -999, 999.99, -999.99) means that the sensor is in error and it
needs to be checked for anomalies or damages in the sensor itself, check the cable line, etc
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o

- For this specific type (alarm warning) there is no number, instead there is a button to turn
off the alarm when it’s active (e.g.: buzzing, blinking, …)

Figure 11 - Maps: instant values

Figure 12 - Maps: last 24 hours graph
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Readings and Averages
The user can consult the readings and averages of the chosen sensors and interact with their graphs by adding
observations to each reading point or by zooming specific areas of the graph to better see the readings and its details.

Readings
In the readings tab the user can consult and print the chosen sensor data. To consult the data, the user has to configure:


Sensors: list of sensors to consult the data (sensor list on the left)



Input: list of inputs to consult the data



Virtual: list of virtual sensors to consult the data



Start date: initial date and time of the readings that the user want to consult



End date: final date and time of the readings that the user want to consult



: generate/cancel a graph of the chosen sensors data



: generate pdf file of the chosen sensors data



: generate a csv file of the chosen sensors data



: generate a pdf file optimized for inputs or virtual sensors data

Readings: generate graph
When the user just want to visualize the graph of the sensors data (Figure 13), just select the sensors, configure the
dates and click in
icon. Depending on the quantity of the data, an image like
could appear to represent the
loading process of the data. After the graph appears the user just have to drag the mouse hover the readings (Figure 14)
to see the corresponding values.
By clicking on the respective subtitle, the sensor graph line will hide itself until the user click again in it to show it. This is
useful if there are too many lines overlapping itself and there is the need to hide some lines for a moment to better see
the other readings.
It’s possible to zoom in a specific area, to do that the user have to click and drag the mouse hover the graph and while
doing that a grey area will appear representing the zoom area. When the user release the mouse button the result of
the zoom will be shown. After doing it, a “Reset zoom” button will appear in the top right of the graph so the user can
go back to the graph original draw.
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Figure 13 - Readings: sensors graph

Figure 14 - Readings: mouse hover readings

When consulting the data of one sensor, the user can see other information (Figure 15) and add observations to the
readings (Figure 16). When seeing data from a single sensor there is the following information:
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Red line: represents the maximum value of the sensor defined by the user



Blue line: represents the minimum value of the sensor defined by the user



Red exclamation point - !: observation added by the system, usually when the sensor reading value transcend
the minimum or maximum value defined



Blue exclamation point - !: observation added or modified by the user
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Figure 15 - Readings: readings of one sensor

To add or modify an observation the user has to click in a reading point and then a window like Figure 16 will appear,
then the user just has to write or rewrite the text and click on “Save”.
To delete an observation, the user has to select the observation reading point, delete the text and click on “Save”, and
the observation will disappear.

Figure 16 - Readings: Observation

Readings: generate pdf file
If the user wants to create a pdf file with the graphs of the selected readings, just select the sensors, configure the start
and end date and click in
icon to generate the pdf. A window (Figure 17) will appear when the pdf file is ready. To
download the file, the user have to click in “Download” button and save the file.

Figure 17 - Readings: PDF ready

The pdf file will have a page for each sensor, so if the user selects three sensors the pdf will have three pages, one for
each sensor data.
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Readings: generate csv file
If the user wants to create a csv file with a list of the selected readings details, just select the sensors, configure the start
and end date and click in
icon to generate the csv. Depending on the browser, the download starts automatically or
there will be a window asking if the user wants to download and save the file.

Averages
The user can visualize a graph with the averages of the sensors selected. The procedure to create the graph is the same
as described in the Readings section. The averages are calculated depending on what number was defined in
CapTempSQL v4.0.0 register software (1 in Figure 19).
As shown in 1 on the Figure 19, the number define for the averages is “4”, so each point on the graph represents an
average of four readings.

Figure 18 - Averages: sensor graph

Figure 19 - CapTempSQL v4.0.0: Configurations
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Events
The events section could be useful if there is the necessity to have an extra control to what is happening in addition to
the alert messages sent to the contact list.
In the Events tab the user can see a list of events to validate and events validated. If the alert that originated the event
has the user validation (Figure 20) configured as:


Not Used: this alert does not appear in the list of events.



Not Required: this alert automatically goes to the events validated list.



Required: this alert goes to the events to validate list and needs a validation from the user. After a successful
validation, the event goes to the events validated list.

Figure 20 - Alerts: user validation

Events to Validate
To see the list of events to validate the user have to go to “Events” tab and click in “Events to validate”. A list of events
appears (Figure 21) and the user can see the following information:


Date: date and time of the occurred event



Sensor: sensor identification number



Sensor name: name of the sensor



Value: sensor value registered when the alert happened



Alarm Type: description of the alert



Alarm Delay: elapsed time until the alert was triggered
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Figure 21 - Events: events to validate list

Figure 22 - Events: edit event observation

To validate the events the user just have to select the events to validate and click on “Validate”. A window asking for a
PIN (Figure 23) will appear and the user have to write the PIN configured in Users (Figure 45). After a successful
validation, the selected events are removed from the events to validate list and go to the events validated list.

Figure 23 - Events: PIN to validate
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Events Validated
In the events validated list there is a list of all the events that were validated by the user or validated automatically
(Figure 24). In here there is some information:


Date: date and time of the occurred event



Sensor: identifier number of the sensor



Sensor Name: name of the sensor



Value: sensor value registered when the alert happened



Alarm Type: description of the alert



Alarm Delay: elapsed time until the alert was triggered



User: user that validate the alarm



Val Date: date and time of the event validation



: icon to add or edit an observation of the event (Figure 25)

Figure 24 - Events: events validated list

Figure 25 - Events: edit event observation
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Configurations
Thresholds
In this section the user can consult the sensor details from a list of sensors (Figure 26). This details contain:


ID: unique number that identify the sensor



Description: Name of the sensor



Min: minimum value that defines the inferior limit of the sensor



Max: maximum value that defines the superior limit of the sensor



Current Value: instant value of the sensor

Figure 26 - Configurations: Thresholds

The user can edit some information (Figure 27) of the sensor by clicking in
value and maximum value.

Figure 27- Thresholds: edit sensor
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Inputs
In this section the user can consult the inputs details from the list (Figure 28). The details contain:


Poseidon IP: Poseidon IP where input belongs to



Name: Name of the input



Legend Off: Description for when input is off



Legend On: Description for when input is on

Figure 28 – Configurations: Inputs

The user can edit some information (Figure 279) of the input by clicking in
icon and change the legend off, legend on,
alarm state and after how much minutes input must be in alarm before user be notified.

Figure 29 – Inputs: edit
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Virtual Inputs
In this section the user can consult the virtual inputs details from the list (Figure 30). The details contain:


Description: name of virtual input



Sensor: name of the sensor



Input: name of the input

Figure 30 – Configurations: Virtual Inputs

The user can edit some information (Figure 2731) of the virtual input by clicking in
sensor and input.

Figure 31 – Virtual Inputs: edit
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Alerts
The user can configure alerts for each sensor to better control their temperature management system.

Alerts: Contacts
Before configure an alert, the user needs to have a list of contacts to where the alerts will be sent, so to create a new
contact, the user go to “Configurations”, click in “New Contact” (Figure 32) and configure the following fields:
 Name: name of the contact or an identifier of the contact
 E-mail: e-mail contact to where will be sent the email alert messages


SMS: phone number to where will be sent the SMS alert messages

Figure 32 - Alerts: new contact

After saving the configuration, the contact will be added to a list of contacts (Figure 33). The user can edit or delete
contacts from that list.
To delete a contact, the user has to be sure that it isn’t associated with any alert, if it is, the user has to remove this
contact from the alert and then delete it by clicking in the
To edit a contact, the user has to click in the
information.

icon.

icon and a window like Figure 32 will appear with the contact

Figure 33 - Alerts: contact list
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Alerts: new alert
To create a new alert the user, go to “Configurations” and click in “New alert”. A form (Figure 34) will appear and the
user have to configure:


Description: identifier of the sensor(s)



Sensors: one or more sensors that will have the same alert schedule configurations.

After configure the fields above, the user has to create the alert schedules by clicking in “New Alert Schedule”.

Figure 34 - Alerts: new alert

Alerts: Main alert
The configurations for the alert schedule in the Main tab are:


Enable: Enables the configuration alert schedule (1 in Figure 35)



Description: Description of the alert (2 in Figure 35)



SMS: selected phone contacts to where the alert message will be sent (3 in Figure 35)



E-mail: selected email contacts to where the alert message will be sent (4 in Figure 35)



User Validation (5 in Figure 35):
o Not Used: if isn’t necessary to add an alert to a list of events
o Not Required: if an event generated by this alert do not need to be validated
o Required: if in a list of events is required a password to validate the event generated by this alert
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Type: condition type of the alert (6 in Figure 35 and Figure 36)
o Value > Limit: when the value of the sensor is higher than the limit defined in this alert schedule, an
alert will be sent
o Value < Limit: when the value of the sensor in lower than the limit defined in this alert schedule, an alert
will be sent
o Value >= Limit: when the value of the sensor is equal or higher than the limit defined in this alert
schedule, an alert will be sent
o Value <= Limit: when the value of the sensor is equal or lower than the limit defined in this alert
schedule, an alert will be sent
o Value = Limit: when the value of the sensor is equal to the limit defined in this alert schedule, an alert
will be sent
o Sensor Error: when the sensor is in error, an alert will be sent
o System Test: see if the GSM modem is working correctly and if it is send a message
o Print Report: send a pdf file of the selected sensors to the selected email contacts



Recover Alert: enable when the user wants to receive a message when the sensor recovers from the alert



Limit: limit value to compare to the sensor value



Delay: time after which an alert message will be sent if the condition type is verified



Reset: time after which the system will verify if the condition persists after sending the first alert



Day of the week: days when the alert messages will be sent (if there are alerts) (11 in Figure 35)



Start: start time to send alert messages (12 in Figure 35)



End: end time to send alert messages (13 in Figure 35)

Figure 35 - Alerts: new alert schedule – Main tab
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Figure 36 - Alerts: alert schedule type

When the user defines the type (Figure 36) “Sensor Error”, the field ‘Limit’ will be disabled because it is not necessary
(Figure 37)

Figure 37 - Alerts: Alert Schedule – Main tab: Sensor Error

When the user defines the type “System Test”, the configuration window will be different (Figure 38). After configure
the type, the user only has to configure the days of the week and hours that the system test will occur. This system test
will verify if the GSM modem is working, and if it is, send an alert message to the selected contact list.
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Figure 38 - Alerts: Alert Schedule - Main tab: System Test

When the user defines the type “Print Report”, the configuration window will be different (Figure 39). After configure
the type, the user only has to configure the weekdays and hour witch the print Report will be sent. This Print Report is a
pdf file with the graphs of the selected sensors.
The configurations are:


Send at: hour which the report will be sent



Last Data: number of days or hours of data in the report.

Figure 39 - Alerts: Alert Schedule - Main tab: Print Report

In addition to the configuration of the alert schedule the user has to configure the PrintDll SMTP server (Figure 40) in
the CapTemp PrintDll tool, in order to send the reports to the e-mail contacts.
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These configurations are:


SMTP Server Config: enable to configure the SMTP server



Server: SMTP server



Credentials: enable if the server needs credentials to send e-mails
o Username: username to the SMTP server
o Password: password to the SMTP server



Email From: e-mail from where will be sent the print report



Subject: subject of the e-mail



Send Tries: number of times to try send the email if the other times fail



Check Interval: check interval after which the system verifies if there are any e-mails to send

Figure 40 - CapTemp PrintDll tool: SMTP server configuration

Alerts: Input Control alert
The configurations for the alert schedule in the Input Control tab are:
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Enable: enable if the input control is active



Device: device where the input is
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Input: when the input selected is in the state defined, and the main alert is verified1, send the alert messages



Alarm Active When: state of the input that have to be verified to send the alert messages

Figure 41 - Alerts: Alert Schedule - Input Control

Alerts: External Warning alert
The configurations for the alert schedule in the External Warning tab are:


Device 1: first device alarm



Delay: time after which the device 1 starts working (buzzing, blinking, …) if the main alert is verified2



Device 2: second device alarm



Delay: time after which the device 2 starts working (buzzing, blinking, …) if the main alert is verified

Figure 42 - Alerts: Alert Schedule - External Alarm

1

The main alert mentioned here that works with the input control are the alert types: value>limit, value<limit, value>=limit, value<=
limit and value=limit
2

The main alert mentioned here that works with the external warning are the alert types: value>limit, value<limit, value>=limit,
value<= limit, value=limit and sensor error
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Observations
Observations can be append to sensor readings
In this section the user can consult pre-defined observations (Figure 43). Observations can be one of the following types:
Deviation Reason, Product Status or Corrective Measure.

Figure 43 – Configurations: Observations

The user can edit information (Figure 2744) of the observation by clicking in
and if requires additional details.

Figure 44 – Observations: Edit
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Users
The administrator user can add or edit users to access the CapTempWeb.
To add a new CapTempWeb user, the administrator go to “Configurations”, click in “New user” and a form will appear
(Figure 45). The configurations are:


Name: name of the user



Username: username credential to enter CapTempWeb page



Password: password credential to enter CapTempWeb page



Company admin: enable if the user has administrator privileges



Alert manager: enable if the user can create and edit alerts



Validation User: enable if this user can validate events



Validation pin: password to validate events



Sensors: list of sensor that the user can visualize

Figure 45 - Users: new user

After adding a CapTempWeb user it will appear in a list (Figure 46).

Figure 46 - Users: list users
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Companies
By default, the CapTempWeb has a company configured with the devices already connected to it.
The user can add or remove devices from the company, to do that the user go to “Configurations”, click in “Edit
Company” and a form (Figure 47) will appear with the following configurations:


Name: company name



Devices: list of selected devices that belong to the company and that have the sensors connected to it

Figure 47 - Company: edit company

When a new device is added to the company, the user has to edit the existing users and add the sensors from that
device so they can be visualized by the existing users.
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Contacts
For any doubts feel free to contact us.
Phone: +351 236 244 422
Phone: +351 304 500 112
E-mail: geral@captemp.com
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